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1

UNCORRECTED PROOF

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Africa is the birthplace of the blackman, but his home is in the 
world.

Tom Mboya, 1969

It was January 1960, but it was summer. An American law-
yer arrived in a new land, but he called it his home.

Thurgood Marshall had grown up with family legends about 
his strong Congo forbears, about a grandfather so ornery as to 
lead a frustrated slave master to release him. But the Africa his 
family had been stolen from was something of a mystery, until 
January 1960 when Thurgood Marshall went home.1

Marshall was a civil rights legend in America when he began 
his African journey. It became one of the great adventures of 
his life. He followed a path well worn by others, but his journey 
would be different. He would not travel by riverboat into the 
Congo, as had American missionaries, or ride the surf from a 
ship to the Liberian shore as did the poet Langston Hughes. 
Marshall fl ew fi rst to Monrovia, then on to Nairobi. He was in 
search not of souls to save or stories to tell. Instead, Africa was 
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on the cusp of revolution. Many hands were needed. He had 
come to help.2

“Fifty years ago it was a dark continent. Unknown,” wrote 
Tom Mboya, a young African in 1959. “Many people from far-off 
lands have thought of her in terms of the jungles, the wild beasts, 
the ‘unspoiled native people.’ ” But Africa was “awakening” in 
the 1960s. Soon, resistance leaders would become presidents, 
citizens would vote, and Africans would govern themselves. This 
awakening attracted Thurgood Marshall. But he was not just any 
American lawyer, with legal wares to peddle to a new nation in 
need of new laws.3

Marshall’s role as an American legend complicated his Afri-
can journey. In tales of other transnational crossings, Americans 
encounter a foreign land and along the way learn something 
about themselves. Another nation becomes the occasion to know 
one’s own nation, what it is, and what it means to be a part of 
it. Historian James Campbell wrote that “Africa has served his-
torically as one of the chief terrains on which African Americans 
have negotiated their relationship to American society. . . . When 
an African American asks, ‘What is Africa to me?’ he or she is 
also asking, ‘What is America to me?’ ” Encountering America 
in a journey overseas is part of this story. But Marshall’s travel 
intersected with others. There was Tom Mboya, a young Kenyan 
nationalist, whose rise to prominence in his own country was 
aided by his American ties. And there were other sorts of cross-
ings. Kenya, an emerging nation, and the United States, a 
wary global power, engaged each other, plotting their futures. 
Through these intersecting stories, these multiple transnational 
crossings, we can unravel what Marshall did, what impact he 
had, what it meant for him. It is a story of a man at work in the 
world at a time when that work held global meaning.4 Marshall 
surely preferred not to be a symbol, but this was not his choice. 
He had been the lead lawyer for the plaintiffs in a case that 
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had captivated the world. Brown v. Board of Education involved 
local struggles in American communities; it involved students 
and parents and teachers. But local struggles had international 
ramifi cations in the 1950s cold war world, for racial segregation 
in American schools troubled U.S. allies. How could American 
democracy be a model for other nations, many wondered, when 
in America itself children were sent to different schools because 
of their race, and when so many African Americans were disen-
franchised? The U.S. government tried its best to respond to 
foreign critics, but by 1954 it was clear that the best way to dem-
onstrate to the world that American democracy was a just form of 
government was to achieve meaningful civil rights reform. The 
Justice Department made this argument to the Supreme Court 
in Brown, and when the Court overturned school segregation, 
American diplomats used Brown as their prime example that 
democracy (not communism) would bring meaningful progress 
to peoples of the world.5

Brown became a symbol of American democracy at work, and 
Brown’s key players became more visible, at home and abroad. 
Chief Justice Earl Warren, author of the Brown decision, was 
derided by American segregationists. Overseas, he became a 
household name. His role in Brown made him the right stand-in 
for President Dwight Eisenhower during a trip to India at a time 
when the United States hoped to counter the impact of a visit 
by Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev. Warren was introduced at 
Delhi University as a man who needed no introduction, for he 
“rose to fame in 28 minutes of that Monday afternoon as he 
read out his momentous decision outlawing racial segregation in 
American public schools.”6

And then there was Marshall, the nation’s leading civil 
rights lawyer in the 1950s. He had worked with Charles Ham-
ilton  Houston, the legendary civil rights pioneer, in earlier 
years. His team in Brown included a brain trust of civil rights 
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 lawyers:  Robert Carter, Constance Baker Motley, Jack Green-
berg, and others. The lawyers themselves exemplifi ed a story 
that the United States had long told the world: that opportunity 
abounded for African Americans, that they worked in impor-
tant fi elds alongside whites, and that the best and the brightest 
were committed to achieving a progressive vision of democ-
racy. Marshall did not set out to fulfi ll an image his nation had 
crafted for the world, but in 1960, when he went to Africa, he 
did just that.7

The world often needed reassurance about race and  American 
democracy. Other nations had their ethnic problems, of course. 
But there was a reason that race fi gured so prominently in cold 
war politics. In 1947, President Harry S. Truman warned the 
nation that Americans faced a cold war battle against an adversary 
that was evil because it denied rights to its own people. There 

Thurgood Marshall conferring with NAACP attorney W. J. Durham 
(right) in federal court in Dallas, Texas, during arguments in a Dallas 
school desegregation case, July 30, 1959. (© Bettmann/CORBIS)
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were two ways of life, two systems of government opposing each 
other. The Soviet Union relied on “terror and oppression . . . fi xed 
elections, and the suppression of personal freedoms.” American 
democracy embraced “free institutions, representative govern-
ment, free elections, guarantees of individual liberty, freedom of 
speech and religion, and freedom from political oppression.” A 
central cold war battleground, American diplomats believed, was 
a war of ideas. To win, the United States needed to convince oth-
ers that American democracy was superior. When a black soldier 
in police custody was beaten in a Southern jail, when there was 
a lynching, the news was soon carried in newspapers worldwide. 
Even America’s friends decried race discrimination as the nation’s 
Achilles heel. If there was a global consensus about anything dur-
ing the cold war, it was that if the United States hoped to spread 
democracy, it had to begin by practicing it at home. Brown in 
1954 seemed solid evidence that racial barriers were coming 
down. What better representative was there of this racial progress 
than Brown’s lead attorney: an African American who was raised 
in segregation but would play a pivotal role in putting it to rest?8

Symbols can serve various purposes, as Marshall’s story 
reveals. By simply being himself, he could help recast the image 
of American democracy in Africa. But what role could he play for 
Africans themselves? At the time Marshall entered Kenyan poli-
tics, the nationalists needed more than the legal ideas he brought 
with him to their struggle for independence. They needed legit-
imacy before a world that thought of Kenyan Africans as mur-
derous savages. White settlers in Kenya were their adversaries, 
and yet they needed to show that an African  government would 
be fair to whites if Africans gained power. What better evidence 
that they were committed to a rule of law than to see them, the 
Africans, advised by Thurgood Marshall, who was committed to 
using law, not violent revolution, as a means of changing society? 
What could show more powerfully that an African government 
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would protect rights of a white minority than to have the world’s 
leading minority rights lawyer at their side during constitutional 
negotiations?9

Marshall’s African journey was during a time when Kenyans 
hoped to create a democratic government for the fi rst time. 
Their experiment with democracy would not last long. By the 
late 1960s, Kenya’s government was becoming authoritarian and 
corrupt, and “big man” politics would dominate the country for 
the next two decades. In recent years, Kenyans have worked 
to create a more democratic government, using constitutional 
reform. As this book goes to press, these efforts have stalled, as 
Kenya plunged into a new crisis following a disputed presiden-
tial election in December 2007. The incumbent Mwai Kibaki 
claimed victory with a slim electoral margin amid troublesome 
signs of election fraud. Kenyans reacted with violence, often 
targeted at Kibaki’s tribe, the Kikuyu. The controversy is often 
cast in simple terms of tribal or ethnic confl ict, reinforcing a 
conception that “tribalism” drives politics in Kenya and other 
African countries. This misses the broader story of Kenya’s con-
tinuing struggle for democracy and the more complex political 
background against which the election crisis played out. Kibaki 
was originally elected on a platform of constitutional reform that 
would have circumscribed the powers of the presidency. He not 
only broke that promise, but now also appeared to be rigging an 
election to stay in power. The violence in Kenya often took place 
in the poorest communities. While rioters targeted Kikuyu, at 
stake was not simply which tribe might dominate Kenyan poli-
tics but whether Kenya’s economic success should benefi t all 
Kenyans, not just a small political and economic elite, and the 
failure of Kenya’s leaders to realize the democratic reforms so 
many had hoped for.10

Tribalism is not the most important feature of the struggle 
for democracy told in these pages. Ethnic rivalries are a part of 
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the story, of course, but it is important to avoid the reifi cation 
of tribe into a natural, essential identity and instead to see eth-
nic politics as one feature among others in Africa. During 1960 
constitutional negotiations, Kenyans came together across tribal 
lines out of a common interest in independence from colonial 
rule. The ethnic differences that principally fi gured in the 1960 
debate over a bill of rights were among whites, Asians, and the 
African majority. The interests of tribes were debated most 
intently during 1962 constitutional negotiations, in which Thur-
good Marshall did not participate. That year, minority tribes, 
along with some whites and Asians, supported a federal constitu-
tion that would have devolved power to regional areas. This pro-
posal was successfully opposed by the party of Jomo Kenyatta, 
Kenya’s fi rst president, in favor of a more powerful central gov-
ernment. In the end, some smaller and less powerful tribes felt 
that their concerns were ignored in the political calculus. And 
Kenya’s democratic moment in the early 1960s would collapse 
by the end of the decade, unleashing a politics of tribalism that 
would affect much of the nation’s subsequent political history. 
Ultimately, human rights scholar Makau Mutua has argued, 
transcending tribal politics is an important task in Kenya’s unfi n-
ished project of nation building and democratization.11

Just as identity affects politics in Kenya, the question of iden-
tity is central to the history of African American engagement 
with Africa. Different perspectives emerge from recent works. 
During the heady days after Ghana’s independence in 1957, his-
torian Saidiya Hartman has written, “Not only did black Ameri-
cans identify with the anticolonial struggle, they believed their 
futures too depended on its victory.” For historian Kevin Gaines, 
African Americans were “strangers in their own land.” African 
Americans working to build an independent Ghana sought a 
black consciousness that transcended national boundaries. Oth-
ers saw Africa as a homeland, but this home illuminated not their 
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connectedness with Africans, but their inescapable American-
ness. Langston Hughes, for example, was called a “white man” 
and treated as a foreigner.12

If Thurgood Marshall was ever held at arms length by the 
Africans he met, he did not say so. Instead, he expressed delight 
in getting to know his “homeland.” His bond with his African 
friends was not based on a common identity but on shared politi-
cal commitments. It did not involve rejection of his own national 
identity but a determination to root out his nation’s racism. See-
ing his struggle as the same as that of the Africans drew upon a 
truth—the pervasiveness of racism—but also occluded the dif-
ferent character of their struggles. And there was no stepping 
out of Marshall’s American consciousness so that, as have other 
Americans involved in writing constitutions for other nations, 
he would see problems and solutions from within the terms of 
an American legal model. This might limit the effectiveness of 
his legal proposals but not his political contribution, for in their 
battle with Britain, Marshall’s Americanness was a strategic 
resource for the Kenyans.13

This book follows Marshall from his civil rights practice in 
New York to Kenya under colonial rule. This story cannot be 
found in traditional sources for an American biography. The Bill 
of Rights Marshall wrote for Kenya, for example, is not in any 
American archive, but in British colonial records in England. It 
is published here for the fi rst time as an appendix. Other details 
are scattered in numerous collections, including diplomatic 
fi les, in the United States, England, and Kenya, from Thurgood 
Marshall’s own papers at the Library of Congress to the papers 
of Kenyan nationalist Tom Mboya at the Hoover Institute to the 
records at the Kenya National Archive.

Marshall’s African journey is not a triumphalist story of Amer-
ican law solving all problems. The legal ideas Marshall offered 
were not always American. And legal solutions did not create a 
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legal edifi ce that would last for all time. Instead law could serve 
as a way station, giving political actors a way to talk to each other, 
a way to keep working together when things were hard.

It would not all be smooth sailing. Marshall loved to return to 
Kenya, to see how “his” bill of rights was working. But he found 
injustice that he thought his work should have helped to pre-
vent, and he confronted his nationalist friends. Once his work in 
Africa was complete, Marshall faced the limits of his own vision 
for social change when he reached the apex of a legal career in 
1967 with a seat on the Supreme Court, just as American cities 
burst into fl ame and American politics lost the impetus to save 
them. The story comes to a close shortly after Marshall joined 
the Court and turns instead to the way he remembered Kenya. 
In his later years, his work in Africa informed his views about the 
founding of his own nation. As he became older, Marshall would 
remember Kenya only with fondness. If his friends in Kenya let 
him down, they had accomplished what was most important. He 
was there on Independence Day, when the British fl ag came 
down, and Kenya, the colony, became a nation.
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